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IS EXTENSIONAL TYPE THEORY EXTENSIONAL?
Type theories of one sort or another have been fundamental
tools in the formal semanticist‘s workbox ever since Montague. Intensional type theories involve a space of so-called indices – typically possible worlds, instants of time, or
pairs of worlds and times – that allow a formal analysis of
natural-language constructions including modal and temporal locutions. For example, that „necessarily, 5+7 = 12“
and „necessarily, Berlin is the capital of Germany“ have
distinct truth values even though the embedded sentences
„5+7 = 12“ and „Berlin is the capital of Germany“ have
the same truth value, can be explained by assuming that
under „necessarily,“ a sentence refers not to its truth value
but to its intension, that is, to the function on the space
of possible worlds that maps each world to the sentence‘s
truth value at that world. Extensional type theories, by con-

trast, (at least prima facie) eschew such index spaces and
involve only ordinary objects, truth values, and functions
logically constructed out of them. It has occasionally been
claimed, though to my knowledge rarely critically discussed,
that a compositional treatment of extensional type theories
requires conceiving of variable assignments as indices, and
of variable-binders, such as quantifiers or abstractors, as
operators taking assignment intensions as arguments; accordingly, even so-called extensional type theories would
in fact be intensional. In this talk, I will examine several
formulations of extensional type theory with an eye to the
question whether we should think of quantifiers and lambdas as fundamentally intensional operators. I will argue that
the theoretically most satisfactory versions of extensional
type theory are not intensional in any sense.
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